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ASTR398B Black Holes (Fall 2015) 
Prof. Chris Reynolds 

Class 16 : 
Discovery of Quasars 

RECAP 
n  Taking stock… 

l  Part I : Physics of Black Holes 
§  Physics from Newton to Einstein 
§  Special and General Relativity 
§  Schwarzschild and Kerr Black Holes 

l  Part II : Stellar mass black holes 
§  Black holes as the end points of massive stellar evolution 
§  X-ray binary systems and accretion disks 
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This class 

n  Part III : Supermassive Black Holes!! 

n  Today :  
l  Discovery of quasars 
l  (Lesson in how to be clever!) 
l  Initial characterization and initial arguments for 

existence of supermassive black holes 

Cambridge One-Mile Telescope 
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I : Quasi-Stellar Objects (QSOs) 

n  1959 : Radio astronomers at Cambridge 
publish their 3rd Cambridge Catalogue 
l  Contains about 470 sources 
l  Used a radio “interferometer” consisting of 4 linked 

radio telescopes separated by about 1.5km operating 
with radio wavelengths of 1.89m (159MHz) 

l  Ability to localize object on sky limited by the 
diffraction limit… 

l  So, for D=1.5km and λ=1.88m we have a resolution 
of about 0.09 degrees.  Not very good! 

θ ≈ 700 × λ
D

Wavelength of radiation 

Diameter of telescope 

3C 58 
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3C 273 

Parkes 
(Australia) 
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n  3C273 : the first active galactic nucleus  
l  Cyril Hazard used lunar occultation to localize 3C273 
l  Found 14th magnitude object at location 
l  Quasi-Stellar Object (QSO) 
l  M.Schmidt took spectra… found curious spectrum 
l  Schmidt realized that the spectrum implied an 

“extreme” redshift corresponding to v~50,000km/s 
n  Recall Hubble’s Law 

l  Galaxies are receding from us with an (average) 
velocity that is proportional to their distance from us. 

l  Directly connected to the Big Bang and the 
subsequent expansion of the Universe. 

€ 

V = H0D

n  Let’s apply Hubble’s Law to 3C273 

l  Modern value for Hubble const : H0=68km/s/Mpc 
l  So, for V=50,000km/s, we get D=735 Mpc 
l  Since it’s quite bright, this means that it must be 

tremendously luminous…  1039W or more 
l  Compare with the total power output of our entire 

galaxy… about 1037W 
l  Also found to be highly variable! 
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3C273 

Hubble Space Telescope 
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Hazard et al. 
(1963) 

Jansky Very Large Array (JVLA) 
New Mexico 
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II : Decoding the mystery of QSOs 

n  What does this all mean? 
n  Tremendous power… 

l  Either a LOT of mass is involved 
l  Or some VERY efficient process is at play 

n  Rapid variability… 
l  Source must be very small 
l  Hour-timescale variability è source few x AU or 

smaller 

n  So, we need something that is very efficient 
and very small…  
l  What about black hole accretion? 
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n  Define the efficiency of accretion through the 
following equation: 

n  Non-spinning hole… efficiencies can reach 6% 
n  Rapidly spinning hole… can reach 30% 
n  So, can fuel 3C273 with as little as 0.6 solar 

masses per year! 

€ 

€ 

L = ˙ M c 2

Luminosity 

efficiency 

Mass flow rate into BH 

n  So, what about black hole? 
n  Outflowing radiation exerts tremendous 

outward pressure…  
l  For material to still flow inwards, this radiation 

pressure must be overwhelmed by gravity 
l  For a given black hole mass, there is a maximum 

luminosity after which radiation blows system apart 

l  So, since 3C 273 has L=1039W, need at least a 
108Msun black hole! 

l  Example of an active galactic nucleus (AGN).  
Approximately 1-10% of galaxies are AGN. € 

Lmax ≈1.4 ×10
31 MBH

MSun

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ W Eddington Limit 
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There are MANY active galactic nuclei known 

Centaurus A 
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III : Some Big Questions 

n  Where did these black holes come from? 

n  Why are AGN only found in a minority of 
galaxies? 

n  How and to what degree does an AGN 
influence its surrounding? 

n  Was our own galaxy ever an AGN?  If so, 
how long ago? 


